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Agenda 

 

 
  Short term versus Long term 
  Organic as a subset 
  UK in particular 

 
 

 



Drivers of Cyclicality 
 

Farm level 
  Farmers often suffer from financial illiteracy  

  Tendency to focus on pence per litre and top line revenue - not profit 

  Dropping prices often encourages short term increases in production 

  Farm planning is too often based on speculation  
  How much to produce based on a game of chicken - who blinks first 

  Too many farmers produce with no understanding of where the milk will go 

  Uncontracted supplies chase markets 

  Farming profitability not always based on economic logic 
  Freehold or tenant 

  Geared or unencumbered 

  Business or lifestyle 

  Production scale matters less in ruminant livestock 

Supply Chain and Manufacture 
  Immobility of investment  

  Dairy capacity is becoming ever more sophisticated and expensive  

  Strategic supply chains  
  Integrated supplies reduce flexibility 

 
 

 



Non Cyclical Drivers 
 

  Weather – violent events are becoming more frequent 
  Globalisation – smooths shortages  

  Reduces shortfall profitability  
  Increases long term financial instability 

  New markets - are more unpredictable 
  Different stages of development 
  Lack of reliable information 
  Greater speed of change 

  Market disruption – NPD and retail disrupters 
  Fickle consumers listen more to each other than marketers 
  Dairy is no longer “Mother’s milk” 
  Supply chain and retail is constantly changing and struggling for margin 
  Low farm gate milk prices rarely find their way into the consumer market 

 
 

 
 
 

 



The Elephant in the Room 
Trade liberalisation versus growing risk of populist nationalism 

 
  Post WW2 

  Reagan, Bush and Clinton moved slowly towards trade liberalisation 
  MacSherry started CAP reforms  in 1990s 
  Generally buoyant markets led to phasing out of mountains and lakes 
  China entered global markets with an answer to all our worries 
  It seemed that the world had beaten cycles including boom and bust!  

  2008 Recession and cyclical reality returned 
  EU milk powder mountain 

  2019 - ????  
  Brexit - UK out in the cold looking for access to markets? 

  UK Organic exports facing no agreements on “equivalence” 
  Global trade policy and tariffs remain uncertain? 
  Trump threatens EU punitive tariffs 



Summary 
  Long-term overall dairy stability is an illusive dream 

  Milk supplies will be abundant and sufficient for developing markets 
  Dairy alternatives will continue to grow 

  Trade policy  
  Trend towards nationalism (local production) versus populism (low cost)  
  Low cost local producers will ‘own’ regional fresh commodity markets 
  UK and EU farm support will decline and be driven towards ‘public goods’ 
  At some stage the USA and EU will need to seek to liberalise trade 

  IP and nutraceuticals/functional foods will gain in importance 
  Vertical supply chains will require integrated specialist dairy production 
  IP and sophisticated processing will consolidate the market 

  Any temporary imbalance will be just that….temporary 
 



 
Does UK Supply Outstrip Demand? 

 
  Imports £40 billion  
  Exports £12 billion* 

*Excluding £13 billion of alcoholic drink and re-exports  

Comparative exports: 
•  Holland €94 billion (Gov of Neth 2016)  
•  Germany €68.5 billion (Gov Germany 2015)  
•  France €57.6 billion (Fr Diplomatie 2012)  

  2017 dairy trade deficit £1.2b 
 
 
 

Source: Food statistics in your pocket 2017 



Where does that leave the UK?  

Not in a good place… 
  Farm returns for many UK crops are generally lower than in Europe 
  Milk average weighted farm return December 2018 – AHDB 

   EU 28    32.87 ppl 
   UK 18 out of 28   30.66 ppl  
  Expenditure on food consumed in the home as a percentage of gross 
household disposable income is lowest in Northern Europe  
(Euromonitor 2016) 

  Expenditure per capita is lower in absolute terms  than Germany (-15%), 
France (-28%), Sweden (-25%), Norway (- 50%)  
(European Environment Agency 2015) 

 
 
 



Will Brexit change the fundamentals 

  No deal tariffs would selectively support beef, poultry, sheep, butter and 
cheese 

 

  Potential implications deliberately avoid increasing consumer prices 
 

  Indicates UK is open for business in regard to food imports from the world 
 

  The likely EU and rest of the world’s response will be selective in regard to 
offering the UK export opportunities 

 

  Brexit should not engender a false complacency at a time of significant 
international change  

  
 



Is Organic Dairy Different? 

  Global organic market $90 bn and growing at 10% pa 
  Currently 4% of all food and drink 
  Organic Dairy $18 bn growing at 8% (CAGR) 
  Dairy is 20% of all organic food and drink 
  Forecasted to reach $28bn by 2023 
  So is organic immune from the cycles? 



Organic Milk Supply 

  Global commercial production 8.1 bn litres 
  EU production doubled since 2007 to 4.4 bn litres 
  Of the global organic milk pool 

 

  USA 26.1%  
  China 10.9% 
  Germany 10.3% 
  France 7.7% 
  Denmark 7.0% 
  UK 5.1% 
  Netherlands 3% 



Organic Milk Demand 

  Significant USA and EU growth in demand over the last 10 years 
  New global markets opening up, including specialist ingredients 
  USA  

•  at 42% of global organic sales starting to mature  
•  Liquid under pressure from alternatives and specialist milks 
•  Yogurt, cheese and fats continue to grow 

  EU  
•  Considerable resilience - France and Denmark enjoy government support plus retail focus 
•  Absorbing large scale conversions of 1 bn litres 

  UK 
•  Organic dairy RSV £351m  
•  Liquid 44% growing slowly, yogurt static, but cheese and butter growing 
•  Exports of cheese, butter, ingredients from 40 million litres  
•  With exports UK has no surplus 



The Range 

Key Trade USP’s:  
•  The only USDA certified organic British cheeses   

•  The only British organic cheeses produced without the need for antibiotics 
  



Our Stores in the USA and the Middle East so far… 



Thank you 


